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Abstract—The elastic energy released through Strombolian 

explosions has been quite studied, detailing various processes, 
sources, and precursory events at several volcanoes. We realized an 
analysis based on the relative partitioning of the elastic energy 
radiated into the atmosphere and ground by Strombolian-type 
explosions recorded at El Reventador volcano, using infrasound and 
seismic signals at high and moderate seismicity episodes during 
intense eruptive stages of explosive and effusive activity. Our results 
show that considerable values of Volcano Acoustic-Seismic Ratio 
(VASR or η) are obtained at high seismicity stages. VASR is a 
physical diagnostic of explosive degassing that we used to compare 
eruption mechanisms at El Reventador volcano for two datasets of 
explosions recorded at a Broad-Band BB seismic and infrasonic 
station located at ~5 kilometers from the vent. We conclude that the 
acoustic energy EA released during explosive activity (VASR η = 
0.47, standard deviation σ = 0.8) is higher than the EA released during 
effusive activity; therefore, producing the highest values of η. 
Furthermore, we realized the analysis and characterization of the 
eruptive intensity for two episodes at high seismicity, calculating a η 
three-time higher for an episode of effusive activity with an 
occasional explosive component (η = 0.32, and σ = 0.42), than a η for 
an episode of only effusive activity (η = 0.11, and σ = 0.18), but more 
energetic. 
 

Keywords—Effusive, explosion quakes, explosive, strombolian, 
VASR. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

XPLOSION quakes (EQs) are the signals with clear 
characteristics that are related to explosive eruptions, i.e. 

Strombolian or any other more or less bigger. The majority of 
these signals can be identified by the occurrence of an air 
wave which is caused by the sonic impulse during an 
explosion when the expanding gas is accelerated at the vent’s 
exit. It produces a partitioning of the energy on the source, 
part of the energy travels through the ground as seismic 
waves, and the other part travels through the atmosphere as 
acoustic waves or air waves. This wave mainly travels through 
the air with the sound common velocity (330 m/s), and then, it 
is coupled again to the ground being recorded by the 
seismometer [21]. 

Some events of low frequency (LF) show the same 
frequency-time behavior like the explosions, but they lack an 
air phase [20]. It may reflect a common source mechanism for 
deep LF events and shallow explosions produced [26], [15]. 

Strombolian activity at volcanoes is characterized by the 
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repetition of low amplitude explosions emitting ash and block 
and more or less continuous gas emissions. This type of 
activity is frequently observed at volcanoes, sometimes quasi- 
permanently like at Stromboli (Italy), Yasur (Vanuatu), El 
Reventador (Ecuador) and sometimes more occasionally like 
at Tungurahua (Ecuador) or Etna (Italy) [2]. 

The volcanic complex El Reventador (-77,6578; -0,0807) 
(Fig. 1) is located to 90 km eastward from Quito, Ecuador, 
being one of the most active volcanoes in the volcanic 
Ecuadorian chain [1]. El Reventador volcano is a young cone 
with a height of 3562 m asl, it is built in the interior of a 
caldera which has a horseshoe’s shape opened eastward where 
the valley of the Quijos and Coca rivers are situated [3].  At 
the summit of the El Reventador volcano, a little elongated 
crater is highlighted that measures around 150 m of length and 
30 m of depth. The crater has an east side cracked which 
makes easy the escape of lava over the cone’s east flank 
during the eruptions. Almost ever, it is possible to observe 
continuous fumarolic activity at the crater and over the cone’s 
superior flanks; also, tephra threw out the crater, and blocks of 
lava cover the cone’s slopes [8]. 

The cone of El Reventador volcano has been built by a 
moderately explosive activity classified as Strombolian based 
on the observations of the eruption occurred during April and 
May of the 1976 [7]. Among the materials ejected, flows of 
basaltic andesite lava chiefly predominate with some breccias 
and laharitic deposits. All of those materials lay inside of the 
caldera, where they tend to conflux and accumulate forming 
lava’s fields, and meaning none important threat to the 
surrounding area and population. On the other hand, the 
pyroclastic materials tend to be distributed over a broad area 
located mainly westwards of the cone according to the wind 
directions. 

In this paper, we analyze the partitioning of the elastic 
energy released through explosions recorded during the 2014 
– 2015 more intense eruptive episodes in order to characterize 
the eruptive activity and to relate its dynamism with some 
variables that can influence to the elastic energy released, 
using a parameter denominated by [17] as VASR that 
measures the relative partitioning of acoustic and seismic 
energy during Strombolian eruptions.  
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Fig. 1 Location of the seismic stations (Broad Band BB, Short Period SP), vent, main rivers, roads and towns at El Reventador volcano 
 

II. BACKGROUND AND DATA 

El Reventador is a stratovolcano that has produced recently 
some eruptions, e.g. the eruptions occurred in 2002, 2004 – 
2006, 2007 and 2008 to the present time, also including 
several eruptions during the centuries XIX and XX, especially 
in 1898, 1912, 1926 – 1929, 1944, 1958 – 1960 and 1972 – 
1976, and probably other eruptions in the previous centuries 
which are not described. El Reventador volcano activity is 
characterized by two types of hazard; the first is related to 
effusive activity which is about the emission of lava flows, 
being the main type of eruptive activity. In fact, the lava flows 
constitute almost the whole cone and the caldera’s rock walls 
[12]. The explosive activity corresponds to the second type of 
hazard, and according to the latest historic eruptions, these 
consist fundamentally of ballistic material like bombs, blocks 
and lava fragments, also ash emission to the atmosphere, being 
hence related to Strombolian activity. Besides of the formation 
of pyroclastic flows, the phenomena more frequent linked to 
the El Reventador’s eruptions is the fall of pyroclastic 
materials with a very variable granulometry. The coarser 
particles, bombs, blocks, and lapilli fall in the crater’s 
proximity inside a completely uninhabited zone and therefore 
may constitute a hazard only for the people who stay in the 
surroundings of the crater or to the monitoring instruments 
that are eventually installed. Pyroclastic materials which are 
fine-grained can be transported to long distances from the 
emission center [12]. Others types of phenomena related to El 

Reventador’s eruptive activity are phreatic explosions, 
landslides, avalanches, lahars, and the emission of volcanic 
gases. 

Active volcanoes are the source of a wide variety of seismic 
signals. Traditionally, the volcanic earthquakes have been 
classified based on the seismogram appearance in four 
different types: high frequency (HF) or type A, LF or type B, 
explosions (EQs), and volcanic tremor [21]. The events of the 
paper’s interest are the explosions which are recorded as the 
others signals by monitoring instruments from Instituto 
Geofísico – Escuela Politécnica Nacional (IG-EPN) installed 
at the volcano. El Reventador volcano is monitored by three 
Short – Period SP seismic stations (CHAR, CONE, and 
LAV4), one Broad – Band BB seismic station (REVN), one 
Broad – Band seismic and infrasound station (REVS), two 
AFM stations (Azuela and Marker), two cameras, one of them 
located at the Copete’s area and the other at the volcano’s 
southeastern flank; also, the volcano is monitored by tiltmeters 
and temporal stations (Fig. 1). 

The REVS station located around 5 km from the vent (Fig. 
2) is composed by a Broad – Band BB seismic sensor with 
three components that has a high gain with a rate of 100 
samples/second. The station has a Nanometrics Trillium 
Compact sensor and a Kinemetrics Quanterra Q330S digitizer. 
Through the data acquired at the REVS station, we analyzed 
5655 events corresponding to the explosions recorded at the 
most intense eruptive episodes during 2014 – 2015. 
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Fig. 2 Location of the Broad Band BB seismic and infrasound station REVS (black filled pentagon), and the Vent (black filled triangle) 
 

III. METHOD 

References [16], [17] describe some equations to calculate 
seismic and acoustic energies, and a parameter “η” named 
VASR which measures the relative partitioning of elastic 
energy released. η is helpful to determine relative changes in 
the volcano’s activity, thus the VASR can be used to compare 
the activity of various volcanoes, or just one, i.e. analyzing a 
set of data corresponding to one eruption or some eruptions. 

For the estimation of acoustic energy, we assume isotropic 
radiation into the atmosphere (1), so we integrate the entire 
duration of the acoustic signal in order to quantify the acoustic 
energy corresponding to discrete Strombolian explosive 
events. The integral is thus calculated from the signal onset 
until the time when both seismic and acoustic amplitudes have 
decayed to background levels. It is important to note that (1) 
assumes linear sound propagation (infinitesimal excess 
pressure with respect to ambient pressure) and a monopole 
source [17]. 

 
	

	
∆          (1) 

 
For the infrasonic and seismic data presented in this paper, 

the use of a single station (REVS) is not a significant issue to 
compare energy estimates for a suite of explosions at a single 
instrument, assuming a linear system. Furthermore, the raw 
data (seismic and acoustic) was filtered between 0.5 Hz to 12 
Hz by a bandpass filter in order to remove microseism noise 
and potential Very Long Period (VLP) events contributions. 

The parameter of (1) used to determine the Acoustic Energy 
(Eacoustic [J]) correspond to: r (r = 5248.85 m) that is the 

distance from source to receiver, ρatmos (ρatmos = 0.914 kg/m3) 
is the atmospheric density, catmos (catmos = 342.09 m/s) is the 
average acoustic wave velocity, ∆P (explosion dependent 
[Pa]) is the excess pressure amplitude, and t (explosion 
dependent [s]) is the explosion duration time. 

Seismic energy propagated into the ground is always more 
difficult to estimate than the radiated infrasonic energy into 
the atmosphere, even if the station is located closer or not 
from the vent. Despite of the elastic propagation, Green’s 
functions are considerably more complex, particularly in the 
complicated impedance structures common in volcanic 
systems [17], e.g. El Reventador volcano. An additional 
complication is that the seismic field includes body and 
surface waves. Furthermore, strong seismic site responses 
created by near-surface conditions are common, e.g. in [24]. 
Acknowledging these difficulties, [17] adopts an approach that 
assumes that velocity waveforms are representative of the 
seismic kinetic energy density at a specific location on the 
volcano. An elastic energy equation analogous to (1), for an 
isotropic source, is written as [17]: 

 

2 	       (2) 
 
Equation (2) incorporates corrections for seismic site 

response (S = 1) which is fixed at unity for the datasets 
analyzed in this paper, and an attenuation (A = 0.39). To 
calculate the Seismic Energy (Eseismic [J]) associated with an 
EQ for discrete Strombolian events, we integrate the entire 
duration, picking from the seismic signal onset until the time 
when seismicity returns to background levels. The interval 
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integrated may include one or more discrete pulses as well as 
extended-duration tremor-like signal [17]. Furthermore, the 
parameters calculated to (2) are: r (r = 5248.85 m) that is the 
distance from source to receiver, ρearth (ρearth = 2380 kg/m3) is 
the volcano density, cearth (cearth = 3500 m/s) is the P-wave 
velocity, U (explosion dependent [m/s]) is the particle velocity 
and t (explosion dependent [s]) is the explosion duration time. 

For the data presented here, which is recorded at sites more 
than 2 km from the vent, we do a proper assessment of 
attenuative energy loss. The attenuation A of a wave may be 
expressed by (3). Where f (f = 2 Hz) is the wave frequency 
determined from the analysis of almost 30000 explosions (Fig. 
3) and Q (Q = 10) is a quality factor assumed from the 
material composition of the El Reventador volcano structure 
which is a complex volcanic system. 

 

	                  (3) 
 

References [17] and [16] enounce that “using estimates of 
both acoustic energy EA and seismic energy ES, we can 
characterize the relative partitioning of elastic energy into the 
atmosphere and into the solid earth by introducing a volcanic 
acoustic – seismic ratio VASR (4). VASR is a non-dimensional 
parameter that may provide insight into the evolving eruption 
source, magma characteristics, or conduit geometry for 
explosive eruptions. 

 

                     (4) 

 
The rapid changes in VASR suggest that the variations are 

source-related and not due to changeable atmospheric 
structure, which presumably occurs over longer time scales. 
Furthermore, a trend which shows a correlated increase of 
both seismic and acoustic energies, is attributed to variations 
in explosive yield (eruption magnitude). 

 

Fig. 3 Histogram of the wave frequency (Hz) corresponding to the explosions recorded at El Reventador volcano during 2013 – 2016 at the 
stations CONE, LAV4, REVN and REVS 

 
Reference [22] examined explosive eruptions at Langila 

volcano which is located in Papua New Guinea, comparing 
seismic displacements (Reduced Displacements) with the 
amplitudes of associated air phases (Reduced Acoustic 
Pressures) (5). [23] observed that the ash-rich explosive 
eruptions at Stromboli volcano, Italy were almost ever 
associated with relatively low-amplitude seismic signals, and 
hence, [23] proposed that “less ground shaking occurs during 
a well-formed vertical eruption because less ejecta momentum 
is imparted laterally to the wall rocks”.  

 

′                     (5) 

Equation (5) is another way used to obtain a variable 
VASR, where η' is a volcanic acoustic – seismic ratio 
[Pa/cm2], RP is the reduced acoustic pressure [Pa], and RD is 
the reduced displacement [cm2]. 

IV. INTENSE ERUPTIVE ACTIVITY DURING 2014 

A. Eruptive Activity during March – July 

Reference [6] details a period of high seismicity which 
occurred between 25 March and 13 April 2014, with daily 
recordings for seismic events of 40-103 LPs, 10-30 
explosions, 6-195 emission tremor episodes, and 2-55 
harmonic tremor episodes. Elevated activity that began on 25 
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March 2014 at 15h00 Local Time LT was characterized by a 
sustained emission tremor gas emission, containing variable 
amounts of ash, and ejected material being deposited around 
the crater. Also, partial dome collapse caused pyroclastic 
flows down the E, SE and S flanks, travelling up to 1.5 km 
from the summit. And at least two lava flows were observed 
descending ~500 m from the crater along the E and SE flanks. 

From 27 March to 11 April 2014 [6], numerous lava flows 
were observed. On 27 March, a lava flow on the S flank was 
observed by IG-EPN video cameras, whereas on 29 March hot 
spots on the S flank were captured through thermal images. In 
the morning of 31 March, after a large roar was reported, 
incandescent material and lava flows traveled around 1 km 
down the south flank. During the morning of 2 April, lahars 
produced by rainfall were reported. And, four lava flows on 
the S and SE flanks were observed on 3 April and continued to 
be active through 8 April [6]. On 9 and 11 April, lava flows 
were also reported by IG-EPN, descending through the SW 
flank. 

During the moderate to high seismicity episode of 14 April 
– 2 May [6], a small pyroclastic flow descended a few meters 
below the crater, and on 2 May, lava flows on the S and SE 
flanks were captured by thermal cameras. On the night of 4 
May at 20h40 LT, a sizeable explosion ejected a great quantity 
of incandescent material which descended most of El 
Reventador’s flanks. Furthermore, on the night of 17 June, 
infrared cameras detected the descent of incandescent material 
on the S and E flanks. And, on 19 June, incandescent material 
moved down, but by the NE flank. IG-EPN reported also that 
day an emission plume. 

At 06h50 LT on 2 July, a large explosion produced a 
considerable plume with moderate amounts of ash which 
subsequently collapsed and formed a pyroclastic flow that 
moved about 1.5 km down the S flank [6]. Another explosion 
was reported, which released a column of vapor and ash that 

rose to an altitude of 5.6 km and drifted SE. On 3 July, there 
were 42 LP events recorded, which was higher than the 
number of LPs recorded on 1 and 2 July (18 and 27, 
respectively) [6]. Furthermore, during the evening of 26 July, 
an explosion formed a pyroclastic flow which traveled almost 
1 km down the SW flank. 

V. INTENSE ERUPTIVE ACTIVITY DURING 2015 

A. Eruptive Activity through March 

In the early morning of 11 March, through a thermal camera 
a new lava flow was observed, that was moving down the SW 
from the crater overpassing ~500 m down the summit. On 13 
March, the lava’s flow length was around 1500 m, and the 
lava flow was moved down in the same direction towards 
SSW. It is essential to indicate that the seismic activity related 
to this process had same characteristics as the previous 
eruptive activity mentioned. Furthermore, IG-EPN reported 
short-height gas emissions associated to this lava flow [9]. 

B. Eruptive Activity through May 

Images of the thermal camera located at Copete captured 
the presence of a lava flow which descended from the S flank, 
recording on 19 May a lava flow with a length over the 1000 
m from the summit [10]. 

On 17 May at 13h50 Coordinated Universal Time UTC 
(08h50 LT) an increase in the amplitude’s emission tremor 
(Fig. 4) related to the extrusion of a lava flow was appreciated 
in the seismograms. Unfortunately, the weather conditions that 
dominated those days did not allow to relate directly with the 
increase of the tremor activity and the beginning of the lava’s 
flow descent. When the weather conditions changed, steam 
columns and gases of short height (less than 500 m) emitted 
were observed. 

 

 

Fig. 4 (a) Seismogram of the CONE station, which is located at the NE flank, shows an important and sustained increase in the tremor’s 
amplitude since 13h50 UTC on 17 May. (b) Evolution of the seismic amplitudes recorded from 10/05/2015 – 19/05/2015, noticing an 

important increase on 17 May amplitudes and a posterior decrease. Taken and edited from [10]  
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Fig. 5 (a) Seismogram of the CONE station shows a high and sustained tremor activity on 24 June. (b) Thermal infrared image captured at 
00h50 UTC on 24 June shows new lava flows descending from the S flank. Taken and edited from [11]  

 
C. Eruptive Activity through June 

Similar to the 19 May 2015 activity occurred, at 14h00 
UTC (09h00 LT) on 23 June El Reventador volcano produced 
an increase in the seismic activity characterized by a 
continuous tremor signal which remained for a long time (Fig. 
5 (a)). Furthermore, images captured by the thermal camera 
located at El Copete indicate that the surface activity also 
increased and was characterized by various lava flows which 
descended from the SW, S, and E flanks. The lava flow that 
moved down the E flank overpassed 1000 m of length (Fig. 5 
(b)) [11]. 

The seismic tremor signal recorded may be related to the 
eruption of the lava flows mentioned, but due to the persistent 
cloudy atmosphere at El Reventador volcano, not was possible 
directly to relate the beginning of the tremor signal with the 
beginning of the lava’s flows eruption. Furthermore, several 
signals of explosions which accompanied the lava emissions 
possibly triggered pyroclastic flows. 

VI. DISCUSSION 

According to (4) proposed by [16] as in [17], there are three 
expected possibilities. 1) η ~ 1, which means that acoustic 
energy is similar or equal to seismic energy radiated into the 
atmosphere and into the ground, respectively. 2) η < 1, seismic 
energy radiated into the ground predominates before the 
acoustic energy radiated into the atmosphere; being source 
process which dominates this scenario with small EQs. 3) η > 
1, which means that acoustic energy is larger than seismic 
energy radiated; not being source process so significant. 
Instead, an important accumulation of gas in the conduit or 
near the lava surface reach occasionally the lava surface 
triggering a lava bubble bursting which emits explosions 
larger than the common ones. These energetic explosions are 
well-correlated especially with explosive activity and not well-
correlated with effusive activity (Fig. 6 (b)), also EQs with a η 
> 1 are more frequently expected in high seismicity periods 

than in low-moderate seismicity periods (Figs. 6 and 7). 
Explosive activity is linked to processes which generate 

steam columns, ash plumes, gases, and ballistic material 
ejected. Incandescent material at the summit accompanied by 
emission plumes is considered in this study as a transitory 
activity between explosive and effusive. On the other hand, 
effusive activity is linked to processes which generate lava 
flows. Furthermore, pyroclastic flows can be related to 
explosive as effusive activity, e.g. the collapse of an ash 
plume. 

Reference [19] concludes that "plume expansion scales very 
poorly with both seismic and acoustic trace energy and only 
the initial amplitude of the acoustic signal is perhaps 
correlated with initial plume rise speeds”. For example, the 
eventual size of eruption plumes at Tungurahua volcano, 
Ecuador does not appear to be controlled by elevated material 
accelerations within the conduit, which are the primary 
influences on elastic energy radiation. The data of this paper 
highlight the observation realized in [19] and propose that the 
magnitude of explosive events like ash plumes and steam 
emissions is related to the accumulation of previous material 
or gas released by source events that cannot be released as 
EQs because there are some forces like surface tension or high 
lava viscosity acting stronger than the gas released and, 
therefore allowing a gas accumulation inside the conduit or 
near the lava surface that occasionally trigger some enormous 
explosions accompanied by ash plume, steam emission, gases 
or ballistic material ejected with considerable quantities of 
acoustic energy and low quantities of seismic energy, 
producing anomalous values of η or values with η > 1. 

Comparative studies between seismic radiation and eruption 
intensity for suites of discrete explosions at Karymsky [16], 
[17], Tungurahua [19], and Santiaguito [18] failed to reveal a 
robust relation. The study of the relative partitioning, named 
VASR, at El Reventador volcano reveals a relation well-
correlated between high, moderate, and low seismicity and η, 
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which increases with high eruption intensity and decreases 
with low eruption intensity (Figs. 6 and 7), but there are few 
events that not act similar or perhaps a better chronology that 
describes the eruption intensity must be effected by people 

who are often monitoring the volcanic activity, e.g. a period of 
moderate seismicity can be accompanied rarely by events of 
higher magnitude or intensity. 

 

 

Fig. 6 (a) 1614 Explosions recorded during March – July 2014 are plotted in a log-log graphic. Energy intensity increases rightward and 
upward. 173 High seismicity HS events (black filled triangle), 149 Moderate seismicity MS events (black diagonal cross) and 1292 low-high 

seismicity background events (black dot). (b) 230 Explosions recorded at High and Moderate intensity. 81 High seismicity events (squares) and 
149 Moderate seismicity events (triangles). η is referred to VASR 
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Most of the explosions reach a η value under 1, being a 
source process, which dominates the eruptive activity. In 
general, explosive activity produces η values higher or closer 
than 1, whereas effusive activity produces η values lower than 
those reached at explosive activity (Figs. 6 and 7). 

We worked with three datasets which correspond to May, 
June and July 2015 (March does not have data available). May 
and June are the months with an intense effusive activity level, 
meanwhile July is a month with background seismicity. Note 
that June is a period more energetic than May, but with η 
values are lower than June’s ones (Fig. 7). In addition, during 
the month of May, explosive activity was recorded, whereas 
June corresponds only to effusive activity. 

Reference [27] describes based on their results, a two-stage 
conceptual model of Strombolian explosions at Aso volcano; 
the first stage is the vertical ascent of the gas slug within the 
volcanic conduit before the explosion, and the second stage is 
the explosion itself. This paper describes the two stages 
differing that the first stage is related to the gas propagation or 
gas accumulation and maybe involves explosions of small-
moderate size, but the second stage is related to considerable-
enormous explosions and also small-moderate sized 
explosions. [5] Noted that the onset of the higher-frequency 
signal coincided with the visually observed onset of the 
eruptive jet, while no visible surface activity could be linked 
with the precursory low-frequency onset. Therefore, the initial 
phase of the seismic signal may correspond to the process of 
ascent of the gas slug to the surface within a conduit, and the 
main phase of the signal is generated by the explosion at the 
surface. The similarity of the LF waveforms, may be result of 

the same way of the slug ascent within the conduit, e.g. Aso 
volcano [27], whereas some difference in the waveforms of 
the main phases indicates the difference in the superficial 
conditions of crater where the explosions occur. 

Reference [17] makes a conceptualization of four important 
variables that may influence VASR. 1) Density-dependent 
kinetic energy transfer: a low η is expected when a high 
density plume (ballistic and entrained ash) is produced, but 
when a low density plume is produced a high η is expected. 2) 
Variable impedance contrasts: a low η is expected when the 
lava lake has a high impedance, but a high η is expected with a 
low impedance lava lake because seismic signals are 
attenuated. 3) Viscous flow losses in conduit: a low η is 
expected because infrasound signals are diminished due to a 
long and narrow conduit which implies a deep source and high 
wall friction, but a high η is expected when the conduit is short 
and wide because extended-duration and low-amplitude 
seismic signals are produced. 4) Source dimension variability: 
a low η is expected with a large source region which produces 
big bubble bursting and diminishes the amplitude of 
infrasound signals, but with a small source region (monopole 
approximation) a high η is expected, produced by small-
normal bubble bursting. We summarize the activity eruptive 
intensity at El Reventador volcano in two stages (Fig. 8). a) 
Effusive activity which in general produces a η < 1 and is 
characterized for lava flows and small-moderate explosions. b) 
Explosive activity which in general produces a high VASR with 
some values expected of η > 1 and is characterized for ash 
plumes, steam emissions, gases and moderate-enormous 
explosions. 
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Fig. 7 (a) 4041 Explosions recorded during May, June and July 2015 are plotted in a log-log graphic. Energy intensity increases rightward and 
upward. 1447 events correspond to May (black filled triangle), 1182 to June (black cross) and 1412 to July (gray circle). (b) 92 explosions 

recorded at the days of the highest intensity during May and June 2015. 62 explosions correspond to May (triangles) and 30 to June (squares). η 
is referred to VASR 

 

 

Fig. 8 (a) Sketch illustrating the effusive activity, where η < 1, below the sketch are acoustic and seismic representative signals of an explosion 
recorded on 02/04/2014 at 02h58 LT with a η ~ 0.3 calculated. (b) Sketch illustrating the explosive activity, where η > 1, below the sketch are 

acoustic and seismic representative signals of an explosion recorded on 20/06/2014 at 23h15 LT with a η ~ 3 calculated 
 

Commonly, Strombolian explosions are assumed to be 
caused by the outburst of gas slugs. In the frame of the model 
exposed by [2], a tentative explanation would be that LP or LF 
events are directly related to the propagation of these gas 

slugs. Such events could occur at specific locations along the 
conduit such as places where a diameter change is observed 
[13] or at the top of the magma reservoir where slug 
coalescence occurs [14]. Alternatively, [2] proposes that LP 
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events may occur independently of the slug propagation, being 
caused by any pressure fluctuation related to unsteady mass 
transport [4]. They could be the source of a pressure wave 
which would propagate upward along the conduit. Gas slug 
may coalesce independently at shallower depth and their 
upward propagation could be triggered by the pressure wave. 
Furthermore, this model could therefore explain the absence of 
visible EQs after some of the LPs as the pressure wave will 
not trigger any slug propagation, if the slug coalescence is not 
sufficiently advanced. Inversely, slug ascent may also occur 
without the passage of the pressure wave, explaining the 
absence of any visible LP prior to many explosions. 

An optional proposed source process is that there exists a 
bursting at depth or inside the conduit, and not necessarily 
each explosion is produced at the surface lava. Experimental 
models, as in [25], demonstrate that changing the bursting 
depth in the conduit does not change the scaling of the 
amplitudes but affects the relative energy partitioning η and 
the waveform. Being η a parameter that supports the variable 
energy partitioning, and also some signals recorded and 
observed in this work with a different waveform to the 
common ones, both affirmations could confirm a bursting at 
depth. A study detailing the explosion waveforms and the 
precursory of EQs is needed to understand more about the gas 
slug system and the occurrence of different explosion types at 
El Reventador Volcano. 

VII. CONCLUSION 

El Reventador volcano is characterized for being dominated 
by source processes which produce explosions with a seismic 
component higher than the acoustic component. It explains a 
steady degasification and a domain of events with a frequency 
~ 2 Hz. However, there is a gas accumulation inside the 
conduit or at the lava surface. Sometimes, source events do 
not generate enough gas to produce moderate explosions, 
producing gas accumulation which aleatory triggers enormous 
explosions (η > 1) that are more concurrent in stages of high 
seismicity and explosive activity. Furthermore, the effusive 
episode tends to be more energetic than the explosive episode, 
but the highest η values correspond to explosive events. 

We determine, for 2014 eruptive activity episodes, a VASR 
mean value of η = 0.47, with a standard deviation of σ = 0.8 
corresponding to effusive and explosive activity at high 
seismicity; being the most intensive eruptive episode, and 
values of η = 0.08, and σ = 0.3 to explosive and ballistic 
activity at moderate seismicity. During 2015, two stages of 
high seismicity were analyzed which correspond to effusive 
activity reported. A VASR mean value of η = 0.32, and σ = 
0.42 correspond to May, a month with occasional explosive 
activity; and values of η = 0.11 and σ = 0.18 correspond to 
June, a month more energetic than May. 
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